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Abstract 
There are two important projects that serve as signifiCant 
channels for contemporary art development and venues for 
international communication: the Taipei Biennial and the 
Venice Biennial, Taipei Pavilion. Neither project is large, yet 
each is flexible, energetic, and recognized by the 
international art press. The biennials play a positive role in 
promoting Taiwan's cultural diplomacy. They also gain 
international exposure for artists. leading to the positive 
reception of their works. They have received invitations to 
various other international art expos and biennials, and sold 
their works to private collectors and museums. The 
international recognition of their achievements have inspired 
greater artistic creativity, broadened the vision of local 
curators, and revived up the engine of the art market. These 
factors have all had a great influence upon the prosperity of 
the artistic enwonment in Taiwan. 
Key words: museum, art exhibition, exhibition strategy, 
biennial, Taipei Biennial 
1) •VIJhile art does not prOIIIde answers. rt has the capacity to reflect 
on these issues from multiple angles, to work wrth arfferent forms 
of enquiry and determine when to focus on 1ndivldual moments. As 
with the approach of the Biennial, no story is infinitely singular. Each 
area of focus is associated with many other questions, for example, 
the mobility of a tourist. a temporary worker, or a foreign bride are 
certa1nly not the same, not even similar. Towards this end, the 
B1er1mal has been commissioning as many new works as possible, or 
asking the partJopaUng artists to rethink and adapt previous prOjeCtS 
in light of their presentation 1n Ta1pe1. There will also be existing 
works presented in juxtaposition to the new ones. The exhibitiOn 
will indude thematic compilations and farcical and biting videos. • 
http:Jiwww.taipeibiennial.orgiTBThemes'Mytheme.aSPJ(?Language= 
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1. Introduction 
The Taipei B1ennial is now taking place at the Taipei 
Museum of Fine Arts(TFAM). Curated by Manray Hsu 
[Germany!faiwan] and Vasif Kortun [Turkey], it is the 6th 
event of its kind held in Taipei. Since its inauguration in 
1983, TFAM has promoted modem and contemporary art. 
organizing many exhibitions and competitions to fulfill its 
mission. After more than a decade of modifications, in 1998 
the Taipei Biennial instituted a revolutionary change. In order 
to adapt to the international 'biennial' trend while promoting 
Taiwan's contemporary art abroad to draw international 
acdaim, the TFAM began to invite Internationally-renowned 
curators to cooperate with local Taiwanese curators, marking 
the first time that Taiwan held an international art biennial. 
One can view the outcomes of the most recent 2008 Taipei 
Biennial as a sign of healthy progress in both a local and 
global context of biennial politics. 
1) Eschewing the use of a themat ic subject for the 2008 
Taipei Biennial 
This is the first biennial simply named "2008 Taipei 
Biennial." One can ascertain that the curatorial strategy 
emphasized free artistic expression rather than restricting the 
theme to the criteria and taste of the curators. Artists do not 
offer answers to life, yet their works of art allow us 
appreciate the great diversity of people and cultures. The 
organizers invited artists to Taipei to contribute new works 
for the show. They hoped to foster interaction between 
these artists, each of whom had a unique perspective to 
share, with the people of Taipei.n 
2) " The War of Globalization" as a core concept behind 
the biennial 
A core concept of the show, the "war of globalization," is 
not limited simply to physical wars between nations and 
people. Instead, it explores topics such as border tensions, 
migration, dissent and informal politics, urban 
transformation, and issues of globalization.2> In Taiwan, 
debates regarding immigration and illegal labor, mobility, 
borders, divided states and micro-nations, permanent states 
of war, ecological breakdown, global unrest, and the 
opportunities for change are also major issues shared with 
many other countries. Reflexitive questions were also raised 
upon the significance of art biennial as a phenomena of 
global politics. 
3) Art projects t hat reflect upon quotidian activities to 
increase their impact 
The format of the show is a reflection of both physical and 
virtual territory, expandin9 outwards from the physical walls 
of the museum. It utilizes many different sites in the city, 
such as the old beer factory, the mega-digital screen at the 
Taipei Arena, public parks, Mass Rap1d Transit (MRn stat1ons, 
and local private properties. The Biennial also placed 
advertisements on a number of city billboards, spreading the 
exhibition's message throughout different neighborhoods 
and bringing the project into view when least expected. 
Aside from the core project, another exhibition organized 
for the Bien mal is entitled "A World Where Many Worlds 
Fit. " The Biennial also features a collaborative project with 
the Dictionary of War (DOW). namely a creative forum for 
people interested in the theme of modem "war" in different 
social contexts.3> The outreach programs continue to 
encourage more debate and dialogue during the special 
biennial event. Very inspiring, but quite novel for the local 
audience. 
4) Strategic partnership and joint efforts 
Although the funding always appears insufficient, 
organizers find creative ways to team up with different 
parties, networks, and institutes to increase the impact of the 
show. The Biennial partners with two other city biennials, 
namely the Shanghai Biennale and the GZ(Guangzhou) 
Triennial, to create a communication platform among cities 
and people and engage in branding efforts to enhance 
cultural capital. Moreover, twelve art academies worldwide 
are providing a platform for talented young artists through a 
special project called "Taipei Drift. H 4) The Urban Nomad Film 
Program also helps to keep the exhibition's spirit alive 
through six weeks of free indigenous film screenings. 
This Biennial thus has the capacity to create and respond 
to a diverse set of opportunities, which curators and artists 
alike can subsequently explore. 5) Works from many different 
parts of the world were included in the biennial, totally 37 
nations, that shall be the best opportunity to bridge up the 
culture innocence of the local people. However, educational 
2) In particular, partldpants of the forum will consider the more 
complex and local examples of war m relation to Ta1wan's 
geographical and historical bac:kgrou nd, such as its relatiOnShiP wrth 
China and the influena! of the United States and Japan on military, 
cultural and other aspects of Ta1wanese society. http://www. 
taipeibiennial.org/ContentPage/Contents.aspx710=6&SubiD=79&Lan 
guage=2 
3) DOW IS an Ongoing collaborative platform where concepts of war 
are invented, arranged and presented by scientists, artiSts, theorists 
and actiVIStS at public twcH:Iay events. The a1m is to create key 
notions of thought, that have so far been neglected. or have yet to 
be created. that can play a signifkant role In current discussions on 
the topic of war. The program consists of a presentation, 
documentation, supplementary material (WWIN.dktionaryofwar.org) 
and a pnnt publication. 
4) The IItle of the workshop is derived from the cult l1'lOVie Tokyo Dnft. 
The approach Will not only stress the notJon of different lewis of 
'shifting and speeding' in a given space, but will also attempt to 
reach beyond the city's boundaries. The project is organized by the 
College of Fine Arts of Taipei National University of the Arts (TNUA), 
with the guest Institutions Kunsthoctlschule Kassel in der Universitat 
Kassel (Germany), Finnish AJ;ademy of Fine Arts (Finland), Lasalle-Sia 
College of the Arts (Singapore), ~cole NatJonale Superieure d'Art de 
Bourges (France), Universny of Cape Town (South Africa), Bezalel 
Academy of Arts and Design (Israel), University of Mich1gan (USA), 
Academy of Fine Arts in Prague (Czech Republic), Griffith University 
(Australia), the Chosun University of Art (Korea). and Tainan 
University of Arts. The workshop alms to navigate Issues in 
contemporary art and culture With an anchor in Taipei. To thiS end a 
range of excursions. site visits and conversationS wiD be lllltiated 1n 
order to experience Taipei's urban space as a psycho-geography. 
Experiments, collaborations, brainstorming tools, and workshops 
will be encouraged throughout the workshop. 
5) 2008 TAIPEI BIENNAL, concept, http://www.taipeiblennial.org/ 
TBThemeYMytheme.aspx7Language=2, 20081001 
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program never seem to be well-supporting this big event. 
We shall then raise the question, if the biennial is not target 
for the local audience, then what would be the goals and 
strategies of the biennials. 
2. The Biennial: End or Means 
Beginning in the 1990s, countnes across Asia began 
organizing contemporary art biennials, named after the cities 
in which they are held, such as Korea's Kwangju Biennial and 
Busan Biennial, Japan's Yokohama Triennial and Fukuoka 
Triennial, China's Shanghai Biennial and Guangzhou 
Triennial, Australia's Sidney Biennial and the Singapore 
Biennial. International Biennials and Triennials have grown 
into extremely important cultural markers in the cities that 
hold them, and remain a crucial strategy for emerging on the 
international contemporary art stage.6l 
In recent years Asians have recognized the importance of 
contemporary art In the development of culture and many 
countries are now busy planning their own biennial 
exhibitions. They hope to facilitate international cultural 
exchange as well as promote cultural creative industries and 
reap the economtc benefits. The New York Times has even 
created a new word - Biennialistic - to describe the global 
biennial phenomenon. However, is the Biennial an end or 
means? If it is an end, then what has been accomplished? 
1} Background Review 
In light of the Taipei Fine Arts Museum's 25 years of 
history, the inception of international biennials falls in 
accordance with the ambitious goals that Taiwan has 
projected for itself, including its great desire for participation 
in the international community. As a powerful institution 
that serves as the locus for exhibitions, the TFAM has 
organised events that reflect the shifts in roles and purposes 
of art exhibitions under changing times. 
The Taipei Fine Arts Museum was founded in 1983 to 
promote modem art and international culture exchanges. On 
6) 2008 TAIPEI BIENNAL, concept. http://www.tarpeibiennlal.org/ 
ContentPage/Contents.aspx?ID=3&SubiD=23&Language=2 
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the one hand, advancing rnternational exhibitions of modern 
art encourage creative experimentation by young artists, 
allowing them to counterbalance the mainstream forces 
prevalent in academia. On the other hand, these exhibitions 
correspond to the highly anticipated trend of socicrcultural 
modernization that transpired in the 80's following rapid 
economic growth in Taiwan. To a certain extent, fine art 
museums represent the positive growth and achievements of 
a modern society. As early as 1983. when the International 
Biennial Print Exhibition, R.O.C. opened at the TFAM, 
organizers began incorporating the nation's name into the 
exhibition theme to ensure national recognition, funding, 
and support. It was dear even then that international 
exhibitions serve as useful channels for trans-national art 
communication. 
Other early exhibitions at the Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
included modern Korean art and American paper works. 
Exhibitions on themes of moderntty revealed the way in 
which Taiwanese society imagined as well as antidpated the 
modernisation of art. From the 1980s to the early 1990s, 
TFAM organised nearly 50 displays and exhibits containing 
the term "modern" in their titles. Besides introducing a 
range of international modern art exhibitions, TFAM also 
sponsored thematic exhibitions featuring Taiwanese art at 
various fine art museums around the world . These 
exhibitions and also research papers have provided a 
significant discourse which communicates Taiwan's 
burgeoning knowledge of art. 
2} Goals and Strategies of the Taiwan Pavilion 
exhibitions at the Venice Biennale 
The Taiwan Pavilion at La Biennale di Venezia (The Venice 
Biennale) was enthusiastically organised by TFAM in 1995. 
The Taiwan Pavilion at La Biennale di Venezia, in partteular, 
exemplifies Taiwanese diplomatic art marketing. while the 
Taipei Biennial is meant to draw international attention upon 
the Taiwanese artistic perspective. In terms of exhibiting 
capadty, number of participating countries and visiting 
spectators, La Biennale di Venezia is the largest international 
biennial event in the world. It is the quintessential stage for 
global contemporary art and the artists who flock there.7l 
The Venice Biennale of Art, Taiwan Pavilion represents a 
crucial door through which Taiwanese art could make its 
entry into the international art world. Here, the successful 
application of exhibition mechanisms and strategies are both 
important.8l Regarding the attention placed upon the 
development of Taiwan's contemporary visual arts, the 
exhibition strategies to internationalize Taiwanese arts have 
made strong pos1tive contributions.9l The cultural 
connotations were made apparent by repeatedly insert1ng 
the word "Taiwan" in the first three titles. It was evident that 
TFAM intended to focus international attention upon current 
artistic developments in Taiwan, show the depth of 
Taiwanese art, gain international recognition for the 
Taiwanese state, and at the same time, realize the people's 
dreams of global acknowledgement of TaiWan. 
Such exposure at an international event signifies that 
Taiwanese artists have received equal opportunities to 
compete in and engage with the wider international art 
arenas. It certainly encourages and excites the local 
contemporary art community, and for over ten years the 
Venice Biennale of Art, Taiwan Pavilion has become a major 
event, attracting enormous attention from the domestic and 
foreign arts community. Many artists and curators have since 
received invitations to attend other celebrated international 
exhibitions. The curator for the 2001 Taiwan Pavilion, Man-
Ray Hsu, who was also one of the two curators for the 2000 
Taipei Biennial, was later invited to serve on the jury at the 
Venice Biennale. Some participating artists also received 
invitations to exhibit their work at international exhibitions. 
Chien-Chi Chang was invited to the 25th Bienal de Sao 
Paulo in Brazil; Daniel Lee to England, Ming-Wei Lee to 
Whitney Museum of American Art in New York City and 
Museum of East Asian Art (Museum fur Ostasiatische Kunst) 
in Berlin; and Michael Lin to Mori Art Museum in Tokyo and 
Lyon Biennial. As far as the artists are concerned, acceptance 
by TFAM and its curators to take part In the Venice Biennale 
means that they have the opportunity to display their artistic 
talents to the world. It also goes without saying that the 
Venice Biennale has greatly influenced and invigorated 
Taiwanese artists. 
In terms of diplomacy, Taiwan has indeed impressed the 
international audience with its brilliant cultural achievements. 
As Taiwan and its aesthetics of imagery and contemporary 
artistic development interfaced directly with the international 
community, the country participated in more international 
cultural exchanges. Th1s is testimony to the success of 
Taiwan's shrewd international art strategies. The nation 
encourages contemporary artists to express themselves in 
n 1995~~5~~~ttH. ~::l.ra~WA. EB~SH 
tliil~ jU!;OJ, ~~ ~flll.EI. ·~ ~J.ffi~l!i 
n!Y1H~ J.ilJ!.IIllttU:it~M. 1997~~46.QIEI:IUB!ii 
±H. ~~-. U<P. *Bij.QIJ&U~t·Ji.. :tl!ar~- ~ 
ill : oo~~~J : El:laJIU!si!U~tt•n*~A~tt•lft!I:Wi!!z 
M&~li~UeiJ!~.R~Sfll. 1999~~47,ijj, El:lilfS.iJilliiR 
liA1:il~::.. vJ.rSI.t@ : 1sU{~~lfmJM In~~-~ 
W. ~m=. ;~a.& 2001~~48~UAai'f& vJ.r~ 
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~mlllliY1fXf!liil. uv.J.W~i:!tJ~P.~TFa~.I!AA. 
l~,l~l~'iJMt~J.'4i.llJrZM'f'Dii~J.XJ;k!Yi"~ 2005~JI;5 l.ltiiBW 
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e'i.Jtil:.fi. liii.=:::ti¥1DWJ<Pl:';JW!Jtr ailtJ-R ~~~W s 
ilt. ailt : oo~~1~rlill!allraii!Ji1ii-~ dW~.ffiim 
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8) The 1995 topiC was "TaiWanese Art". and Te-Cheng I.Jen (il~. 
Chl-Ho Huang (j(iijDJ), Mah Wu (~1100. Chun-Ming Hou (il~Bnl 
and Ji-Yang Huang (JU~I!I) Vv'E!re the partidpating artists selected 
by the museum jury. Their artworks exhibited characteristics of 
regional cultures that are quite distinctive from those of the West. In 
the 1997 "Facing faces-Taiwan Taiwan• exhibition. art by Jun-Jieh 
Wang {±H), Tll!ll-Chang Wu (Jl~~. Jui-Chung Yao (U<jl), 
Mlng-Tse lee (~BJI.IIO and Ch~en-Pei Chen {Wt;fl:) was diSplayed 
to highlight, in context of Taiwan's vastly cfMded and diVefSffred 
hiStory, the rapid sooaf changes rn the enwonment as welt as the 
intertwining compleXJtres between artistic development and the 
status quo. Curator Jul-Jen Shih (:filii=) was chosen by the JUry in 
1999 to be responsrble for selecting artists and works of art for the 
Taiwan Pavilion at the 48th Ven1ce Btennale. The exh1bition was 
entitled "Close to Open", and the partldpating artists lndude Buh-
Chrng Hwang (J{-Jit), Chleh-Jen Chen (~~t) and Tung-Lu 
Hung wt•w. Among others, works by Jur-Chung Yao <WW<Pl. 
Shrh-Fen liu ~til:~. Chreh-Jen Chen~~{::). Buh-Chrng Hwang 
(J(-Jt). Michael lin (~Bij~ and Chien-Chi Chang (~Ul had 
been welkeceived by intematJonal art cntics, and the artiSts were 
subsequently invited tO exhibit at other internatiOnal art events. 
9) !111992.$1r.IY1ra:ltilMM!~~. tt111WEtlf~~ liA 
~MittmliH5i1t.ttlm-t£ll:l~IIJ. ~.1XJJ:.~i'LH~rt-Jmli 
!Jl.. W*tm~~Wi. UIS~.?tll.IJJl{~iftliW. ~BJI 
tl~i!UN~fiila~JE~mtlr ll!¥:1i.llfUlmwilli¥fw. ~lilli-fsl't 
~lli~.!Wmt~~&D. 
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bold and creative ways, and encourages them to strive to 
represent their country abroad. That is why the Venice 
Biennale, Taiwan Pavilion works so well; it serves not only as 
an outwardly-oriented international event but also as an 
inwardly-directed exhibition strategy to stimulate progress in 
artistic development. In other words, such international 
events are not simply aimed at sharing and exchanging 
experiences in the fields of art and culture. They also have 
greater implications upon marketing strategies that advance 
Taiwan's contemporary art into the global art scene via 
international exhibition institutions. 
3) Goals and Strategies of the Taipei Biennial 
The first Taipei Biennial was orgamsed in 1998, entitled 
"Site of Desire ... The subject matter represents Asian's desire 
to search for a new identity in the developing forces of 
modernity. Desire is the origin of everything that there ever 
is. The intense desires expressed by the people, nations, 
ethnicities and moral groups of Asia have also turned out to 
be the source of human potential and human evolution. The 
following Taipei Biennial, "Sky Is the limit" in 2000 was 
organised m terms of collaboratton projects or research 
camps. Artists and the audience were invited to both play 
and perform whole-heartedly with physical movements. This 
exhibition questions and examines arrival of a globalisation 
era. Currently, the blending cultures and endless choices on 
offer have produced a new class of "fusion cultures" . 
Cultural boundaries are constantly being eroded, resulting tn 
the formation of a continuously mtxing culture, with all of us 
under one and the same sky, joined together to face the 
unknown future. The theme for the 2002 Biennial was 
"Great Theatre of the World", which shows our deep-going 
experiences in this "world". The fine art museum turns into a 
theatre, and the displays were just like plays that were staged 
one after the other. The 2004 Taipei Biennial, "Do You 
Beheve tn Realityr gives contemporary artists an opportunity 
to record, imitate, and comment on reality. It also lets the 
artists present the reality of life as they experience it in their 
individualistic ways, which in tum provide the grounds for 
10) UK!~!!. (2006'5-~t~~§l(m!M~Jf.PII -ft~~! : -**itBJl 
x IIJRJ!Gallery Talk on 2006 Taipei Biennial: Dirty Yoga), (J.Ittt 
~1. ltl130.I!Jl. 2007~,13. lt42-49. 
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critical self-introspection. The 2006 topic was "Dirty Yoga." 
Popularly received world-wide, Yoga was a symbol for 
healthy life and attitude, but now under the context of 
global cornsumption, the notion signifies contradictory values 
and forms. 
Taipei Biennials exert quite positive effects. First, it is highly 
insptrational for local Taiwanese audience to be exposed to 
such a wide range of artworks through the exhibiting 
mechanisms of TFAM. Not only works of art are brought out 
In these exhibitions, but also other social structures, historical 
frameworks and cultural lineages from which these works of 
art originate are put on view. It becomes feasible to learn 
about works of art that come from different nations and 
continue to be juxtaposed tn vanous perspectives, in different 
geographical/historical contexts, or tndeed represented by 
alternating materials in the space of heterogeneity. Hence, 
the Biennials are not meant to be trendy, or to produce 
favourable figures for the TFAM simply by inviting 
international artists. It is beneficial to have biennials of 
contemporary arts, for it is not limited to any region, or 
characteristic of solely one particular culture, ethnicity. Nor is 
it JUSt trying to transport the entire system of local arts, 
history or culture over here for the presentation. " 10> 
Secondly, every thematic subject of the Taipei Biennial 
presents the Taiwanese audience with critical Issues that 
really matter in this day and age, offering them a glimpse of 
international contemporary arts while they shuffle in and out 
of the displaying spectacles and trendy fashions. In addition, 
the Ta1pei Biennials stimulate our extremely capitalist society 
with antitheses and alternative discourses through these 
exhibitions. The Tatwanese public are thus given a 
extraordinary opportunity to see the world from a new 
angle, to appreciate different cultures and artists' unusual 
ways of thinking, and in turn reflect and contemplate on 
where Taiwan stands in relation to the greater world outside. 
Thirdly, the Biennial conttnue to construct and challenge 
art debates and discourse in Taiwan. Starting from the 80s 
avant-garde exhibitions that were intended to modernise fine 
arts, through the 90s artistic debates between intemationa-
lisation and localisation, as well as the enquiries into the 
subjectivity of Taiwanese arts, to the reflections on the issues 
of globalisation, the power of the curator and the exhibiting 
mechanisms at the international biennials in the 21st 
century, the project has been the catalyst for the arts world 
and the discourses of knowledge in Taiwan. The extensive 
influences of the exhibiting strategies and manipulating 
mechanisms are made clear in the fact that the current 
knowledge is formed wtth 1ssues concemtng and discussions 
of tntemattonalisation, localisation, the international biennials 
and Curatorship. 
Characterised by its youthful vigour, the small-medium 
stzed Taipei Biennial is increasingly visible to the international 
art world and has garnered publicity in the international 
media. The Taipei Biennial is a major fixture in the Taiwanese 
contemporary art community and drives its continued 
development. It also acts as the space for Taiwan to initiate 
connections and communications with the international art 
scene. As TFAM attempts to facilitate the development of 
the artistic environment in Taiwan, the Taipei Biennial has 
emerged as an influential and crucial exhibition. This in turn 
lends insight into the arts phenomena of Taiwan as a newly 
industrialised developed country. 11l 
3. Why Biennials? Some reflection under 
circumstances 
1) Quest for International Recognit ion 
What is the 'internationalization' of art exhibitions? And 
why? Again, it is an end or means? As socio-cultural changes 
took place in Taiwan, an understanding of what is meant by 
"Internationalization" developed vanous aspects and new 
dtrections. The arts communtty 1n Tatwan has long been 
characterised by a heightened sense of cultural angst and 
apprehension, faced with the complexities of international 
politics and the intervening forces of Western cultural 
hegemony. The major concern of the community during the 
mid 1990s was the way in which the exhibiting polides at 
fine art museums would underhne international strategies for 
Taiwanese art. The exhibition strategy of the museum is to 
emerge as a vibrant international artistic center. Moving from 
a peripheral position towards the center, how might the 
museum move towards meeting the high expectations held 
in artistic circles? 
Shih Jui-Jen, who served at the museum as head of the 
Exhibition Department, also pointed out that during the 
1980s, "Taiwanese art's entering into the international art 
world' and 'Advancing Taiwanese art into the United Nations 
of arts" are the most expressed hopes in our art 
community." During the early 1990s, the dialectic between 
artistic modernization and the discourse regarding Taiwan's 
Indigenous art brought about nevv societal expectations of 
the museum's "internationalizing" exhibiting directions. 
The organization of Taipei Biennials signifies that Taiwan is 
developing as a locale where "international" cultures 
encounter each other. This is also the main reason why 
Taiwan boasts many "international" exhibitions and 
conferences: Taiwanese hope to achieve greater levels of 
international communiCatiOn and create more beneficial 
cultural policies. Perhaps Taiwan's colonial history partially 
contributes to its anxious desire for international recognition 
and its eager search for cultural subjectivity.12l The Taipei 
Biennial thus in effect demonstrates an exhibition strategy 
that is meant to brand Taipei as a vibrant International city, 
while the Venice Biennale, Taiwan Pavilion is meant to 
market Taiwanese arts internationally. 
2) Biennials as a global platform of dialogues? 
"Taipei Fine Arts Museum: Scandals and Reform, or 
Twenty Years of Government Administered Art In Taiwan, 
1984-2004," written by the German art historian Felix 
Schober, also declared the politics of exhibition. He pointed 
out in his essay that the international art-related functions 
were actually contingency measures in diplomatic crises, 
administered to realise the objectives of communicating with 
the international world by the means of art culture, and 
furthermore, acknowledge the fact that Taiwan does indeed 
exist. "Taipei Biennials" stage the world in Taiwan, using the 
exhibiting spaces of the museum to accomplish Taiwanese 
arts' international fame, and to broaden local audience's 
perspectives on the diversity of culture.13> 
11) Jtm:tt <~~JAM~~lW. (JJt~. 3MOJUI. 
1998.tj0 1 0 ~- J!t 40. 
12) 16U:tt. 
13) F Schober. ·raipei Fine Arts Museum: scandals and reform, or 
twenty years of government administered art in Taiwan. 1984-
2004. • Journal of Contemporary Chinese Art. Taipei: Art & 
Collection Group Ltd .• 2004. pp.S-23. 
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Using Biennials as an important platform of dialogues 
between the Ta1wanese and the international, how may the 
contradictions inherent in the discrepancies between the 
local and the international be resolved? Are localisation and 
internatlonalisation two ends of the pendulum? In the 
conflicts and contradictions between the opposing forces of 
localisation and lnternationalisation, perhaps "globalization" 
can offer a viable thinking dimension and a turning point. 
Globalisatlon means "the process in which nation states and 
their sovereignties are oppressed and penetrated under 
operations of power opportunities, dimensions, identities 
and networks of the transnational." "Globalization signifies 
the end of the era of national politics (sovereign nation-
states). Today actors of nation states must share the global 
stage and global power w1th international organisations and 
transnational corporations and societies. This dynamics 
regards globalisation as a kind of polycentric world politics, 
charactensed by the interactions between national societies 
and transnational contexts." 14) 
However, culture analysist Wu Chin-tao also remarked, 
"In the global art scene, it is the aspired prospect for cities in 
'develop1ng' countries to be internationalized .... This is a way 
of connectmg with the International world, and Taipei 
Biennial is no exception." 15> Fang-Ming Chen suggested, 
"Under the waves of globalisation, the Taiwanese 
intelligentsia is forced to take a stance on localisation in its 
resistance. On the other hand, however, from the 
perspectives of enlightenment, it is in favour of critically 
embracing modernisation in order to challenge not just the 
hegemony of any particular imperialist culture, but a more 
profound and extens1ve culture of late capitalism. These 
cultural traditions of critical thinking enhance the indigenous 
social movements, and also enable the examination of the 
14) •MJUl(Uinch Bechl:tl'. JJ~i!-*&1. {~ltit1Ul}(Was ist 
Globahs~M.~ng?>, s~t s-M. 2002 • .R14. 
1s1 .ll:it~ <lll't':-fta'ixi~>. <M~. s:tt : •~±. 
~147M 2004, ){92. 
16) Fang-Mmg Chen (gJ§'aiJ), Foreword to Rethinking Postcolonial 
Uteralj' Cntiqsm •n Taiwan, Ta1pei, Rye Field Publishing, 2003· p.5-7. 
17) IQU!Dlll ftii-TilW~. (!!.qoJiltiftjJ/l), (~~~1f£), 
2004, l!MJlhttp:l/goya.bluedrcus.nellarchivesi003430. htmi(Aint 
w. 
18) 2004~'S~t!f.qo,Qlri'£_,JJI.Jflll, EBJ:t~IJ~Barbara Vanderlinden~'S 
ill!t-JH$lti:Em!iA. ttlliUtW~IIUlJ€~tllfiWQ. ~{£ 
~~!UJJSijUA!Yia._. 11•.m~~~ 
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positioning of Taiwanese culture in a global context" l6) 
Internationalization or globalization, the underlying 
foundation of these thematic exhibitions is inevitably an 
academic discourse or a notion of culture. Nevertheless, 
Taiwan constantly finds 1tself positioned in the periphery. 
How might Taiwanese curators effectively develop their own 
cultural perspectives when contemporary theories of 
philosophy, sociology, and aesthetics are largely Anglo-
European centric? How might they formulate indigenous 
cultural discourses that emphasize the presence of the 
Taiwanese case? Are we actually serve as the "other" 
machine that repeated the production and perspectives of 
the superpower in the world of international art world? 
Amy Cheng, who was appointed curator for the 2004 
Taipei Biennial, commented on this matter, saying that Nthe 
Taipe1 Biennial wants to be an international exhibition of 
internationahzatton, but at the same t ime it lacks 
international visibility. This is the case mainly because one, it 
is only one of the many global biennial exhibitions and it 
cannot attract the international audience too much if it is not 
intensely unique in the region. Two, its very limited budget 
means that it is unlikely to achieve the desired goals. More 
work needs to be done, and perhaps some long-term 
package deals, such as formulation of topical issues, 
establishment of domestic as well as international forum or 
discursive institutions, operations of international public 
relations and so on, must be thought out and implemented 
in order to overcome these difficulties.m In addition, the 
current policy of having two curators for each year's Taipei 
Biennial, while intended to highlight the international 
characteristic of the exhibit1ons by having a foreign curator, 
actually reflects Taiwan's inability to overcome its post-
colonial past, even during the process of engendering 
exhibitiOn strategies. 18> The international curator and the 
Ta1wanese curator are treated differently, in terms of their 
respective authority in selecting of works of art and choosing 
thematic narratives; their curatorial perspectives; the level of 
respect and power granted to each; and the rewards that 
each curator receives. 
3) City Branding 
Does the Taipei Biennial really resonate with Taipei City's 
greater cultural marketing scheme under the broader 
structures of polycentric world politics? Lin Hong-chang 
remarks apprehensively that the institutions of international 
biennials are in fact homogeneous representations of a 
globalised cultural logic. Internationally renowned curators 
and artists travel around the world and frequent these 
biannual events, when 'multi-nationaVculturaJ' becomes a 
prerequisite feature of international biennial exhibitions. In 
the institutionalized processes of international biennial 
exhibitions, multi-cultural elements of representations are 
decoded or recoded, endlessly reproduced, and transformed 
into a certain kind of globalised cultural logic. 
By showing their distinctive artistic styles in these 
international events, transnational artists and curators can 
often come to represent the arts and cultures of their origins, 
or the1r culture's legitimate status within international artistic 
institutions. 19> Therefore the Taipei Bienn ial, in its 
determination to market Taipei City internationally, will 
require more than merely vigorous and thorough exhibiting 
planning on the part of TFAM. Ta1pei City itself must create a 
htany of changes in its urban marketing deasions would also 
be a necessity. Taipei City's urban marketing decis1ons 
require the incorporation and implementation of many 
changes. Fortunately, through the effort on the selection of 
curators. construction of the core concept, strategic 
partnership with quite a number of ally institutions and 
community-based projects of the 2008 Taipei Biennial, we 
do witness an reflective att1tude for more creative possibility. 
4. Open question as conclusion 
1) Professional performance 
Being up against the overwhelming global capitalism and 
the economic and political changes in Taiwan on a societal 
level, when social resources are becoming increasingly 
scarce, the question remains whether exhibition 
professionalism would be able to go beyond limits of budget. 
political ideologies, and uphold the projects in the art world. 
Senior curator at the TFAM Fang-Wei Chang believes that 
the general consensus in international cooperation is to 
demonstrate the professional performance; "The ideal vision, 
"art for art's sake," is the only recourse to th1s dire situation 
for Taiwan in the midst of political intricacies of an Anglo-
European centric art world. For Taiwanese artists, curators. 
art critics and administrators, it is even more important than 
ever to be astute and Independent. "20> The thornier it gets 
for TaiWan's situation in the realities of international politics, 
the better art professionalism has to be. 
Since 1998, the Taipei Biennial and the works exhtbited 
have introduced new artistic ideas from around the world 
that act as a driver of dialogue between Taiwan and other 
international cultures. The exhibitions held over the past 
decade have not only increased the visibility of Taiwanese 
contemporary art on the world stage, but have also 
successfully involved Taiwan in the Asian and global 
international art network. The biennial has also broadened 
Taiwan's artistic vision and its capacity to produce 
professional, well-organized exhibitions. The event has 
likewise helped Taiwan gain exposure in the international 
media. The biennial has become a primary symbol of 
Taiwan 's contemporary artistic development and 
international artistic exchange. 
2) Subjectivity of the b iennials 
With its continued efforts in organising Taipei Biennial and 
the Venice Biennale. Taiwan Pavilion. which have effectively 
established the international fame for Taipei City and 
Taiwan's contemporary arts, the museum has successfully 
and sufficiently played the role 1n promoting contemporary 
arts in Taiwan. Consequently, exhibition issues related to the 
mtemational-ness and local-ness of contents, the results of 
curatorial directions and strategies, the power play and the 
allocation of resources have been generated. All of these 
have facilitated the increased development. in depth as well 
as scope, of academic discourses in Taiwan. The international 
biennial functions to stimulate Taiwanese society, connecting 
it to the rest of the world. It also acts as a platform on which 
Taiwan is able to communicate with the international 
19) .f.t.!eit. <tlWftHH! tl : 8JUNiit!!Z.l:), t:t~t. Jllliii.Hl'l: 
IH. 2005, )1{12- 13. 
20) Fang-Wei Chang (~~Ji)(2002), wof Course, Art for Art's Sake; 
Politics Is another Business Altogether," published in Artist 
Magazine, Issue. 325, p.128. 
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community, through the observation and greater 
understanding of social phenomena that concern other 
countries in the world today. 
Exhibition strategy focuses decidedly upon the 
internationalization of urban culture 1n Taipei. The problems 
pertaining to the act of selection - the selection of curators, 
artwork, the exhibition theme, or the allocation of resources. 
for example - underscores the fact that the principal 
audiences of the Taipei Biennial, namely Taiwanese artists 
and the public, are often neglected or even excluded during 
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this process. Which directors are in charge of the exhibitions? 
What qualifies the curator to make authoritative decisions 
regarding the final themes, organisations. and the selection 
of artists? Who possesses the power to influence exhibitions? 
Is it the curator, the director, the mayor of Taipei, the artists, 
or the public? What kind of communication projects should 
be undertaken to gap up the bridge between the public and 
the international biennials? When and how shall the public 
become the subjectivity of the biennials? 
